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Vertex Expands Partnership and
Releases Integration for Mirakl
Marketplace Platform with Full VAT
Support
As new value-added tax (VAT) rules for e-commerce transactions take e�ect on July
1, 2021, this integration will help companies remotely selling and supplying intra-
European Union goods by enabling them to seamlessly calculate tax using Vertex ...

Jun. 30, 2021

Tax technology solution provider Vertex, Inc. has announced its new Vertex Tax
Links integration for Mirakl, the enterprise SaaS platform that powers over 300
online marketplaces. Combined with the existing integration to the Mirakl platform
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for sales and use tax, Vertex now offers global end-to-end tax solutions for Mirakl
customers.

As new value-added tax (VAT) rules for e-commerce transactions take effect on July 1,
2021, this integration will help companies remotely selling and supplying intra-
European Union goods by enabling them to seamlessly calculate tax using Vertex
Indirect Tax O Series. Vertex Tax Links for the Mirakl Marketplace Platform enables
customers to automate global VAT determination, reducing the risk of audits and
penalties due to inaccurate remittance.

In today’s digital �rst environment, organizations continue to expand their sales
channels and drive pro�table growth by launching their own enterprise
marketplaces. According to a recent study by Mirakl, in the last quarter of 2020,
marketplaces grew by more than 80 percent year-over-year, more than double the
rate of overall e-commerce growth. However, changes to VAT regulations for e-
commerce going into effect on July 1, 2021 in the EU could pose new challenges,
increasing complexity with changes to rates, thresholds and remittance processes for
all organizations doing business in the EU.

“Together Vertex and Mirakl are helping companies to launch and operate an
enterprise marketplace with ease,” said Luca Cassina, Executive Vice President
Customer Success B2C EMEA at Mirakl. “With their innovative technology, Vertex
enables our clients and the sellers on their marketplaces to easily conform to the new
regulation so they can continue to focus on providing a seamless customer
experience for shoppers and buyers.”

Mirakl enables B2B and B2C multinational enterprises to launch and scale
marketplaces quickly. The world’s most trusted brands choose Mirakl for its
comprehensive solution of technology, expertise, and the Mirakl Connect ecosystem
to unlock the power of the platform business model. With this new integration,
Vertex joins the rapidly growing Mirakl Connect ecosystem providing Mirakl-
powered Marketplace operators with an enterprise solution for global tax
management, compliance and reporting.

“As our joint customers implement omnichannel strategies to support business
expansion and deliver a uni�ed customer experience, VAT regulations on cross-
border transactions are creating increased tax complexity. Our focus is on providing
�exibility and scalability regardless of changes in tax regulations and requirements,”
said Vertex Chief Revenue Of�cer Chris Jones. “Now customers using the Mirakl
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Marketplace Platform can more easily comply with the new VAT EU e-commerce
regulations and continue to expand their marketplace businesses with con�dence.”

For more information about the Vertex integration to Mirakl, visit
https://www.vertexinc.com/partners/mirakl.
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